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“It is with the heart that one can see rightly, 
what is essential is invisible to the eyes.” 

-- The Little Prince

Children with special needs are exceptional. 
They teach us to see with our hearts, to 
connect with their spirit and ours. Within a 
stillness, we find their health. A.T. Still 
challenged us to look for the health and in 
this setting, in time we connect with it. We 
feel it. We feel love. Compassion. Joy. 
Forgiveness. Seeing with our hearts, we heal 

ourselves, we connect, we find their health and ours. The two Inner Physicians can 
communicate and real change, real meaning occurs. What is essential comes to the 
forefront, our lives are forever changed. Our perception is altered. We will not see a 
child in the same way again, or any patient in the same way again if we remember what 
they have taught us. 

Viola Frymann, DO, FAAO and St. Anselme

It was nine years ago that I first came to Saint Anselme, Canada  and learned a lesson 
that years later remains at the forefront of my being, that only with the heart can one 
see rightly, what is essential is invisible to the eye. Nine years ago coming up to my last 
summer before starting medical school I was fortunate to be Dr. Frymann’s medical 
assistant for the year at the Osteopathic Center for Children in San Diego. She is the 
founder of my medical school, The College of Osteopathic Medicine of the Pacific and a 
pioneer and staunch defendant for traditional osteopathy and the treatment of children.  
She continues to work full time and teach internationally. 



I asked her what she thought would be good 
for me to do in my last summer before the long 
journey of medical education began. I had 
aims at the summer anatomy program, she 
had another idea. She knew what I needed 
most. She knew my heart needed to soften, 
that I needed to look beyond illness in each 
patient. This was a particular challenge, 
working day in and day out with very sick 
patients from around the world that found their 
way to the Osteopathic Center for Children. 
Toward the later part of my year there, Viola 
Frymann showed me a book written in French 
by Louise Brissette that had over the course of 
30 odd years adopted 27 children, all with 

special needs. I was on my way. 

Louise Brissette

Early on Louise Brissette was trained as on osteopath in Canada at the College Etudes 
de Osteopathique in Montreal, Canada. She was practicing in Quebec City and felt 
compelled or was called to start a family by way of adoption. Knowing the reality that  
there are many children with special needs without a home and believing in her heart 
that every child deserved to have a mother who loved them, she adopted her first child, 
who had spina bifida and was paralyzed from the waste down. A few years later, having 
the space and the resources she adopted another child. As her family began to grow 
she moved outside of the city to a farm house in the country.  People that crossed her 
path or heard of her endeavor began to visit, volunteer their time and resources to help 
provide what each child needed to best promote their optimal well being.



Osteopathy at St. Anselme 

Osteopath ic p r inc ip les and 
practice are at work in Saint 
Anselme. We know that the body 
is a unit of function. It is whole, 
body, mind and spirit. In the 
individual, among the family, 
community and world. It starts with 
the individual then the family. 
Without love, a connection to the 
health has less support. Their is 

love there. Louise was called to work so that all children on the planet could have a 
home, have a mother who loved them unconditionally.  This family works and functions 
as a unit. Everyone has a role to play, those with the least ability are helped by those 
with more. The older feed the younger. There is no competition here, only a strong 
sense of teamwork, of community. When I asked what is special about children with 
Down Syndrome, Louise  replied “  no competition, just joy, they help each other, take 
joy in the happiness of others.”

There is lov ing, s t ructured 
discipline there, where each 
indiv idual chi ld is put in to 
positions for optimal growth and 
success. Boundaries and rules 
are set in place not to  suppress 
creativity but to provide an 
environment for the most likely 
success. At a table as long as 15 
yards, with 15 children seated, no 
one eats before it is time, before 



grace. Structure governs function, each child has unique physical make up that allows 
for function. Through support by way of wheel chairs, canes, braces the child is put into 
the most optimal position to function to their fullest. Those that cannot walk, are taught 
to swim or are moved without gravity’s pull in the pool.  They experience motion, 
however small and as we know, motion is life. 

Viola Frymann, DO stresses the importance that every child, especially those with birth 
trauma receive an osteopathic evaluation so that every child may have the best 
opportunity to achieve their optimal potential which is unique for every child.  

Osteopathic treatment not only removes physical barriers to health, but in turn allows 
the  the patient’s part to return or be reintegrated with the whole. Each time we put our 
hands on a patient there is a potential to open up this dialogue with the inner physician, 
to bring about positive change in the innate healing mechanism and work towards 
health. It is true for an infant as much as an adult and these children with exceptional 
needs are a beautiful example of the health manifesting from within. At times I feel that 
they are the physician and I am the patient. The dialogue and lessons learned through 
time with them are invaluable and may have 10 fold effect when passed on to others. 

Many patient’s inability to find their own health 
perhaps is due to this inability to see with their 
hearts. To only be in the physical perhaps due to 
past trauma, and in the physical they may feel great 
pain, they are overwhelmed by this physical 
dominance, unable to see beyond themselves to the 
great community or perhaps they do not have this 
support put in place. They are locked in and not free 
to love and accept. 



At St. Anselme

The grounds now contain a Montessori school, and indoor pool, a gymnasium and 
therapy and treatment room, several other cottages where smaller groups of children 
can spend part of the day doing different activities. They also have a field hockey/ice 
hockey rink. They also have built another home for foster children in the community. 

Every summer they have a congress, or festival 
where children and adult families with special needs 
are invited to celebrate with the Brissette family for 3 
days in late June. It was my first summer before 
medical school that I joined them, I would return the 
next summer as well to volunteer.  

When one visits, they should be open and prepared 
to serve, and perform whatever task is needed. In 
service the connection begins to unfold. In my first 
week there, I was overwhelmed by the joy that 
permeated this place. I looked forward to playing 

and helping with the many children with Down Syndrome. Louise, as Frymann did, had 
other ideas. She told me to spend time with Ann Sophie. One of the few that I was most 
intimidated by. I saw her illness and nothing more. I felt sorry for her. This was the 
equivalent of a great wall blocking any ability I may have had to help her and surely 
blocking any opportunity for me to grow.  Over time this slowly changed, in her presence  
I began to feel her heart shine through her physical deformities. She treated me. 

This year, after completing 9 years of medical training I made my way back to Saint 
Anselme. The children were invited to perform at the International Symposium on 
Traditional Osteopathy in Montreal at the request of Viola Frymann, their adopted 
grandmother. They performed a play rendition of Jonathan Livingston Seagull and 
received a standing ovation.  It is Viola Frymann’s hope that with this small but sincere 



exposure that more osteopaths will realize the importance in treating these patients and 
perhaps more importantly having the opportunity to learn from them, to change our 
hearts, to see rightly, to find the health again and work towards a better tomorrow. 

What it does for You

Looking with our minds or with the heart. Seeing disease or seeing health. Feeling sad 
or feeling their heart, their joy, their purpose. Seeing limitations or seeing potential. They 
gain nothing from our sadness, from our pity, from our tears. Perhaps their purpose is to 
open our hearts. 

Lousie declares, “full of joy and confidence, that all 
these beautiful youth are mobile in their handicap, 
simply happy, communicating their love without any 
barrier, bursting with truth.”  In osteopathy we speak 
of the energy beyond the physical, the fluid with in the 
fluid or breadth of life that is limitless.  If in our 
treatment we see only the limitations, palpate only 
barriers then this sea around us, wil l not 
communicate with us, unless we are lucky and their 
limitless love breaks down our own barriers, so that 
we can have dialogue with this mechanism, with their 
heart and spirit, through the primary respiratory 

mechanism.  They are mobile in their handicap, they are not perfect, simply 
‘miswrapped’ but still mobile, their hearts are more free than ours, some can not run 
with their legs so they gallop with their hearts, their smile penetrates, travels afar. Let us 
remember our indirect techniques with these patients, going with the ease, engaging 
their mechanism and letting the potency do the work like any other. You may not always 
increase the range of motion in a patient with severe cerebral palsy but you may make 
them more free in their handicap by bringing the part back to whole, you may effect the 
autonomic nervous system, and in a stillness lose the anatomical parts and barriers, 
allow the heart to sit more comfortably in this mis-wrapped space.  And their is 



happiness, this joy which is true, more joy than I had known prior, more love, in the 
simple and powerful surroundings of true love, the warmth of a loving mother making all 
the difference. The unity of a family with purpose.   

It is my hope that this letter might inspire all students of osteopathy to venture out of 
there comfort zone and begin to seek out opportunities to work with exceptional 
children, perhaps to take a trip to Saint Anselme and spend some time with these 
incredible teachers. It may just change your heart. It may change your experience of 
what osteopathy is.

In closing, I will let Louise Brissette, the mother of these 27 exceptional children, provide 
the final thought.

“I leave you with this treasure my children helped me to discover in their simple 
daily life: unconditional welcome, the only way to love. Unknowingly, my children are 
attentive to the spirit, the motion and the matter - they have the makings of real 
osteopaths.”



In memory of Viola Frymann, DO, FAAO (1921-2016), please consider supporting the 
Osteopathic Center for Children in San Diego, California.  

If you would like to make a donation, go to:   http://the-promise.org

If you would like to learn more about the Brissette family and possible volunteer 
opportunities or donations please email Louise at: louise.brissette@live.ca

http://the-promise.org

